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Abstract
We explore training attention-based encoder-decoder ASR in
low-resource settings. These models perform poorly when
trained on small amounts of transcribed speech, in part because
they depend on having sufficient target-side text to train the at-
tention and decoder networks. In this paper we address this
shortcoming by pretraining our network parameters using only
text-based data and transcribed speech from other languages.
We analyze the relative contributions of both sources of data.
Across 3 test languages, our text-based approach resulted in a
20% average relative improvement over a text-based augmen-
tation technique without pretraining. Using transcribed speech
from nearby languages gives a further 20-30% relative reduc-
tion in character error rate.
Index Terms: Multi-modal data augmentation, pretraining,
multilingual ASR, encoder-decoder, low-resource

1. Introduction
Attention-based encoder-decoder networks have achieved state-
of-the art performance in ASR when trained on over 12k hours
of transcribed speech [1], but their performance lags behind
conventional systems in more moderate resource conditions and
has only just begun to be studied in low-resource conditions
[2, 3]. One way to improve ASR performance without access
to more transcribed speech is to leverage linguistic resources
from other languages and modalities. Bolstering the decoder
with a language model (LM) trained on supplemental text data
is one such method that improves end-to-end ASR performance
[4, 5]; however, more significant gains can be obtained by train-
ing on additional synthetically perturbed speech [6, 7, 8], or
by multilingual training, which augments the training data with
transcribed speech from other languages [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]

Using an LM in decoding is appealing as it only uses
text data, but provides only modest improvements in perfor-
mance. And while multilingual training often provides more
significant improvements in performance, this approach also
requires additional transcribed speech, preferably from similar
languages [11, 15]. Our aim is to achieve performance improve-
ments similar to multilingual training, but obtained solely from
text data.

As a starting point we consider multi-modal data aug-
mentation (MMDA): a data augmentation scheme for encoder-
decoder based ASR which only requires text data [16] (see fig-
ure 1. (a)). The approach, inspired by “back-translation” in
neural machine translation (NMT) [17], involves using an addi-
tional augmenting encoder (in addition to the traditional acous-
tic encoder), which accepts a sequence of features derived from
text as input and learns to predict the original text. Other work
uses a text-to-speech (TTS) system to generate the augmenting
features, however, training a reasonable TTS requires more sin-

gle speaker data than we have available in many low-resource
situations [18, 19].

We extend MMDA to work in low resource contexts by
again borrowing from techniques in NMT. We adapt a technique
proposed in [20], which uses an unsupervised language model-
ing task on both the source and target languages to pretrain the
encoder and decoder model parameters respectively in order to
reduce over-fitting and improve generalization. This approach
uses the insight that in NMT both the encoder and decoder act
as language models. In ASR, however, only the decoder clearly
exhibits this behavior. Unlike in NMT, however, ASR exhibits
monotonic attention, which is relatively easy to initialize. For
this reason we instead pretrain the decoder and attention pa-
rameters using synthetically ”back-translated“ training exam-
ples with MMDA.

To pretrain the encoder we propose a modified architecture
that feeds the output of the augmenting encoder to the acoustic
encoder. The augmenting data can then be viewed as pseudo-
speech from some language that we add to our training data.
We refer to this as pseudo-speech data augmentation (PSDA) as
the augmenting encoder is implicitly tasked with learning rep-
resentations of the augmenting data that resemble the original
acoustic features. To study the usefulness the synthetic data in
pretraining the encoder, we also compare pretraining the net-
work with PSDA and synthetic inputs to training with actual
speech from other languages.

2. Related Work
The most similar work is [16], which uses categorical data in
addition to transcribed speech when training the attention and
decoder networks in end-to-end ASR. Related work on how to
best integrate language models into end-to-end ASR includes
deep and shallow fusion [21], cold fusion [22], or transfer fu-
sion [23]. While [20] proposes pretraining both the encoder and
decoder on unpaired monolingual data using an unsupervised
language modeling objective, we propose using back-translated
data as in [16], to pretrain using a supervised objective.

Work in multilingual (pre)training has the same objective as
[20] of increasing the generalizability of the encoder. [11] and
[14] have both investigated multilingual training of encoder-
decoder architectures. [15] showed that pretraining the encoder
using data from other, preferably nearby, languages can result
in large performance gains in encoder-decoder ASR.

In our work we pretrain both the encoder and decoder, as in
[20]. For the decoder we pretrain only on augmenting data using
MMDA [16] instead of a language modeling objective. For the
encoder we explore training using speech in other languages as
well as a novel architecture, PSDA, to enable joint pretraining
of the encoder and decoder on back-translated text.
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Figure 1: MMDA and PSDA. X is the original speech, x̂ is
the text-based augmenting input, and y is an output character
sequence. θenc, θatt, θdec, θDA, are the parameters correspond-
ing to the encoder, attention, decoder, and data-augmenting en-
coder respectively

3. Data Augmenting Architecture
Our architecture follows the encoder-decoder model which
maximizes the log-likelihood:

L(θ) = logP (y |X ;θenc,θatt,θdec) (1)

y denotes the desired output character sequence and X ∈
IRL×D a tensor of speech frames of length L and feature di-
mension D. We denote the entire set of network parameters by
θ, which is composed of acoustic encoder parameters θenc, at-
tention mechanism parameters θatt and decoder parameters θdec.
The encoder consists of a projection-biLSTM with a pyramidal
structure for the acoustic encoder [24], the decoder is a single-
layer LSTM and location-aware attention completes the entire
end-to-end network.

3.1. Multi-Modal Data Augmentation

The MMDA technique (fig. 1a) transforms the objective into a
multi-task objective:

L(θ) =

{
logP (y |X ;θenc,θatt,θdec) speech
logP (y | x̂ ;θDA,θatt,θdec) text-based

(2)

When the inputs are acoustic features,X , MMDA uses the stan-
dard encoder-decoder network to maximize the original ASR
objective and the primary task. When the inputs are text-based
features, x̂, MMDA uses a data-augmenting encoder instead
of the acoustic encoder and maximizes the probability of the
output sequence paired with the text-based representation (sec-
ondary task). In Eq 2, θDA denotes the parameters of the data-
augmenting encoder which is composed of an embeddings layer
and a single-layer projection-biLSTM.

3.2. Pseudo-Speech Data Augmentation

We propose a variation of MMDA which changes the architec-
ture during the secondary task (fig. 1b). In this setup, we cas-
cade the data-augmenting and acoustic encoders and force the
data-augmenting encoder’s output to match the dimensionality

of acoustic frames (which are the input in the primary task).
Thus, in PSDA the entire encoder-decoder network is part of
the computation graph in both tasks.

L(θ) =

{
logP (y |X ;θenc,θatt,θdec) speech
logP (y | x̂ ;θDA,θenc,θatt,θdec) text-based

(3)

PSDA can be viewed as a proxy multilingual training method,
where the pseudo-speech generated by the data-augmenting en-
coder (which is fed into the acoustic encoder) is a cheap ap-
proximation of real acoustic features of some new, but related
language. We use the same structure for the data-augmenting
encoder as in the MMDA case.

3.3. Multi-task Training & Pretraining

We pretrain our encoder and decoder with augmenting data us-
ing both MMDA and PSDA architectures and show that it sig-
nificantly improves ASR performance. It is important to occa-
sionally update the network using augmenting data after pre-
training in order to prevent catastrophic forgetting [25].

In [16] we proposed training the MMDA network by alter-
nating between audio-data and augmenting-data minibatches.
We now allow for more flexibility by using a hyper-parameter
ρ ∈ (0, 1) that decides if the model should be trained on speech
data or text-based data. In this way we can tune the number of
augmenting updates needed to prevent catastrophic forgetting.

4. Shallow Fusion
We compare MMDA, PSDA, and our pretrained variants to a
shallow fusion baseline. Shallow fusion [21], is a simple, effec-
tive and commonly used technique for external language model
integration in sequence to sequence learning for ASR [26]. In
shallow fusion, a list of partial hypothesis and corresponding
scores is produced by the ASR decoder. Each partial hypothesis
is then also scored by an external language model. A composite
score for the partial hypothesis is given by

score(y) = logPASR(y|x) + λ logPLM (y). (4)

logPASR(y|x) is the ASR score for a hypothesis sequence y
given an input utterance x, logPLM (y) is the corresponding
language model score, and λ is a tunable parameter. The list
of hypotheses is reordered prior to prediction of the subsequent
output and only the top scoring hypotheses are retained. [16]
showed that shallow fusion and MMDA result in similar, but
complimentary performance gains. The advantage of MMDA
is a simplified decoding strategy.

5. Experiments
We conducted experiments on 4 languages from the Voxforge
corpus: Catalan, Portuguese, Italian, and French. We chose
these data sets because they have small amounts of relatively
clean training data (0.5-30h) and are closely related to Spanish
which we used in multilingual training (see 5.2). This allows us
to study the effect of small training data on end-to-end ASR in
isolation, without worrying about confounding factors such as
language relatedness or the noisiness of the training data.

For Catalan, Portuguese, and Italian, we created 5 base-
line systems: 1. A baseline monolingual model (Monolingual)
2. A monolingual model with decoded using shallow fusion
(LM) 3. The same baseline model trained as in [16] using an
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augmenting encoder and augmenting data scraped from the
web (MMDA). 4. A model that was trained on transcribed
speech from other languages in addition to the monolingual data
(ML). 5. The multilingual model decoded with shallow fusion
(ML+LM). All of the augmenting data was used to train the
RNNLM for each language to enable a fair comparison between
shallow fusion and MMDA.

5.1. Monolingual Systems

We trained monolingual systems for Catalan, Portuguese, and
Italian. The training, development and evaluation sets are con-
structed by randomly sampling 80%, 10%, and 10% of the data
for each set respectively, ensuring that no prompt in the devel-
opment or test sets is duplicated in the training set. The Catalan
and Portuguese systems were trained on the entire 30 min and 3
hour extracted training sets respectively. For Italian we trained
only on a 4 hour subset of the full 16 hour training set in order
to more closely mimic the training conditions of the two other
languages. All systems were trained using ESPnet [27]. We
trained encoder-decoder networks as described in 3, but without
the augmenting encoder. We used the same configurations as in
[11], except for we used 4 encoder layers for all experiments.

5.2. Multilingual Systems

For Catalan and Portuguese we augmented the training data
with all 30h of the Hub-4 Spanish Broadcast news corpus train-
ing set and all 16h of the Italian Voxforge training set. For Ital-
ian we only added the Hub-4 Spanish to training. All systems
were trained using the same network configurations and training
parameters as the monolingual systems. We followed [14, 11]
and use as output symbols the union of all graphemes seen in
training such that the network was capable of outputting any of
the languages seen in training.

5.3. MMDA & PSDA

We trained monolingual MMDA and PSDA systems as well as
systems with pretraining (MMDA+P, PSDA+P) as described in
section 3 using the same data splits as described in section 5.1.
We also trained multilingual (ML) MMDA and PSDA systems
which we compared to a ML baseline with RNNLM shallow
fusion (ML+LM).
Augmenting Data: The augmenting data were generated by
first scraping Wikipedia for text in the language of interest.
We then filtered out tokens with characters that did not ap-
pear in the audio training data as well as long and short sen-
tences, resulting in 2.2, 3.8, 3.2, and 4.2 million training exam-
ples for Catalan, Portuguese, Italian, and French respectively.
As in [16] we converted this text into sequences of phonemes
which was shown to give better performance than simply us-
ing only the graphemes. We created pronunciation lexicons
for each language by scraping Wiktionary for pronunciations
of all words seen in the augmenting text data. For each lan-
guage we then trained a grapheme-to-phoneme transducer using
Phonetisaurus [28] on the corresponding scraped lexicons,
which we then used to recover pronunciations for all words in
the augmenting data absent from the lexicon.

[16] also found that modeling phoneme duration was im-
portant, and use the frame level phoneme alignments from
TIMIT to learn this model. Transferring the duration model to
a new language required manually mapping the new phoneme
inventory to TIMIT phonemes. We instead model phoneme du-
ration with a shared Gaussian distribution across all phonemes,

Table 1: Summary of monolingual experiments. We see that
our proposed pretraining (indicated with +P) improves perfor-
mance dramatically. Both MMDA+P and PSDA+P show strong
and consistent improvement over Monolingual, LM and MMDA
baselines, reducing CER by 20% to 26%.

Task CA (0.5h)
dev, eval

PT (3h)
dev, eval

IT (4h)
dev, eval

Monolingual 85.2, 82.3 76.9, 80.1 31.2, 31.4
LM 79.7, 76.9 77.6, 79.9 32.1, 32.1
MMDA 79.1, 76.5 73.7, 72.3 27.9, 28.2

PSDA 86.3, 81.4 80.0, 76.9 29.2, 29.4
MMDA + P 73.8, 75.3 55.4, 56.1 23.9, 24.1
PSDA + P 71.2, 72.2 47.4, 50.2 25.0, 26.0

Table 2: Summary of multilingual experiments (indicated with
ML). MMDA+P and PSDA+P yield performance gains beyond
multilingual training and RNNLM fusion for both PT and IT.

Task CA (0.5h)
dev, eval

PT (3h)
dev, eval

IT (4h)
dev, eval

ML 33.1, 37.2 34.5, 38.4 20.1, 21.0
ML+LM 31.1, 36.4 33.3, 37.7 18.7, 19.6

MMDA+P+ML+LM 34.2, 36.2 32.4, 35.9 17.2, 17.8
PSDA+P+ML+LM 34.9, 38.7 33.8, 35.3 17.1, 17.6

Table 3: Example VoxForge Italian sentence (criptogenetico-
criptogenetico-20081224-jmd-it-0801) decoded using 4 ASR
systems trained on 4h of speech. LM is the baseline system de-
coding using langauge model shallow fusion. PSDA+P refers
to PSDA with pretraining. ML+LM is multilingual training
and language model shallow fusion. COMB uses all techniques
above combined. The development set word-error-rate (WER)
of each model is shown. Results on the corresponding evalua-
tion sets are always 2-3% worse. Word errors are bold.

System WER Sentence
LM 74.9 QUESTE SEI VERSO NON NOSTRE

TORNATO I QUINDI NOSTRI PER SI
ERANO DI BANDERE A TUTTI

PSDA+P 70.1 QUESTE SE IL VESO NON MOSTRE
TORNATE QUINDI E VOSTRI PENSI
E NOI DI MANGEREMO A TUTTI

ML+LM 60.7 QUESTE SELVE SON A NOSTRE
TORNATE QUINDIE NOSTRI PAESI
E NOI DI MANGEREMO TUTTI

COMB 56.2 QUESTE SELVE SONO NOSTRE
TORNATE QUINDI E VOSTRI PESI
E NOI DI MANGEREMO TUTTI

Reference QUESTE SELVE SONO NOSTRE
TORNATE QUINDI AI VOSTRI PAESI
O NOI VI MANGEREMO TUTTI

whose mean is the average ratio of input frames to output sym-
bols in the audio training data. We then repeated each phoneme
by a duration sampled from this distribution. The variance en-
sured that any duplicate or similar sentences resulted in unique
training pairs. This technique eliminated the need for frame-
level phoneme alignments. We suspect that using a more so-
phisticated duration model would result in better performance,
however, this method was simple, effective, and broadly appli-
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Figure 2: CER of the baseline system, MMDA+P, and PSDA+P on the Voxforge Italian and French Corpora across varying training
set sizes

cable to any language.
Hyper-parameter Optimization: We randomly sampled
hyper-parameters from the possible configurations of # pre-
training batches and augmenting ratio: {2000, 5000, 8000} ×
{0.1, 0.2, 0.5}. We selected the parameters that performed best
on the development set for each experiment. For the monolin-
gual French and Italian experiments, however, we simply used
2000 pretraining batches and 0.1 and 0.5 augmenting ratios
for PSDA and MMDA respectively as we found these values
worked well for Portuguese and Catalan.

6. Results
Tables 1, 2 show the performance (CER) of data augmenta-
tion across different languages with similar data sizes. We
note that vanilla MMDA outperformed shallow fusion (LM) in
all 3 languages. The pretrained variants resulted in a further
20% relative improvement. PSDA+P outperformed pretrained
MMDA+P for both Catalan and Portuguese, which have ex-
tremely limited training sets, but MMDA+P was the best system
on Italian. This corroborated our intuition that PSDA should
help more when fewer data are available, as it allows for en-
coder pretraining, though its utility may only be in extremely
data constrained situations.

We also studied data augmentation on a single language
across various amounts of training data. To this end we cre-
ated 4 smaller Italian and French training sets by successively
randomly removing half of the training examples from the orig-
inal 16 and 30 hour training sets respectively. We then trained
the baseline monolingual, MMDA+P, and PSDA+P systems on
each resulting dataset using the same network and training pa-
rameters as before. We used the same hyperparameters as in
the monolingual 4h Italian experiments. Both MMDA+P and
PSDA+P performed similarly to each other across all training
data sizes, except when training on just a few hours of speech
(see fig.2). They both outperformed the baseline by a wide mar-
gin, with greater improvements when data were more scarce.

Finally, comparing the use of pseudo-speech features
(PSDA+P) to multilingual training we see that PSDA+P
gives about 50% of the improvement of multilingual train-
ing on extremely close languages. Furthermore, the
{MMDA,PSDA}+P+ML+LM systems were our best perform-
ing on the evaluation set in every language tested. Using these
techniques together on only 1/4 of the full Italian training data

gives performance similar to the baseline model trained on the
full data set.

Since pretrained PSDA (PSDA+P) did not outperform pre-
trained MMDA (MMDA+P) we conclude that most of the gain
likely comes from pretraining the decoder and attention param-
eters. However, since training on other languages seems to help
the encoder, we conclude that it is likely the synthetic data itself,
and not necessarily PSDA, which is of limited use for pretrain-
ing the encoder.

Finally table 3. shows the WER of Italian ASR systems and
a sample decoded sentence. Appropriate pretraining of the en-
coder and decoder reduced the WER by 20% absolute in the 4h
Italian set, to 56.2%. This performance has been shown to still
be usable for some downstream tasks such as topic identifica-
tion in low-resource settings [29].

7. Conclusion & Future Work
We have presented a new data augmentation scheme, PSDA,
and demonstrated that pretraining on augmenting data for
both MMDA and PSDA outperforms the monolingual, vanilla
MMDA and RNNLM shallow fusion baselines. We have shown
that without using any additional transcribed speech in any lan-
guage we can achieve performance improvements approaching
those of multilingual training on related languages. Further-
more, our MMDA and PSDA variants improve upon multilin-
gual systems for Portuguese and Italian. Future work should
expand upon PSDA by attempting to more explicitly gener-
ate speech like features from text, possibly using a generative
adversarial network to encourage the augmenting encoder in
PSDA to act as a light-weight TTS engine.
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